A general method for biological inference: illustrated by the estimation of gene nucleotide transition probabilities.
The method of maximum entropy inference developed by Jaynes can be a particularly useful method for obtaining unbiased estimates of biological parameters when the experimental knowledge about a system can be explicitly formulated. Base transition probabilities between genes, though central to evolutionary theory and understanding, present a difficult estimation problem because the ancestral genes are not experimentally accessible. The necessary estimates must therefore be made on the basis of experimental knowledge other than a direct frequency count of base replacements (A leads to C, for example) between contemporary genes. It is shown how maximum entropy inference together with the experimentally observed fact of compositional fidelity in a given gene family can be used to obtain meaningful gene base transition probabilities at each of the three nucleotide positions within codons. Both symmetric and asymmetric transition probabilities are considered. Tables of these probabilities are given for each codon position for the alpha-hemoglobin, beta-hemoglobin, myoglobin, cytochrome c, and the parvalbumin group genes. Tabular values of the average amino acid composition of these five protein families and the average nucleotide composition of their coding genes at varied codon loci are given. It is thus no longer necessary to assume in theories of evolutionary divergence equimolar base ratios A:C:G:U::1:1:1:1 or that each base has an equal chance of mutating to and being fixed as any one of the other three bases.